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We prove that the second cohomology group with coefficients in the adjoint mod
ule of both the infinite-dimensional Lie superalgebras k (1) and k + ( 1), as well as 
their unique central extensions, which are known as the Neveu-Schwarz and the 
Ramond superalgebras, respectively, is equal to zero. This particularly implies that 
all these Lie superalgebras are rigid, i.e. they can only be deformed in a trivial 
manner. © 1996 American Institute of Physics. [S0022-2488(96)03809-1] 

I. INTRODUCTION 

From the general theory on deformations of algebraic structures (see, e.g., Ref. 1), we learn 
that constructions of deformations involve cohomology computations. The infinitesimal part of an 
algebra deformation can be represented as an element of the second cohomology group with 
coefficients in the adjoint representation. An algebra is called rigid if all its deformations are 
trivial, i.e. any algebra that is obtained from it by deformation is isomorphic to the original algebra 
by means of an isomorphism that depends on the deformation parameter, which reduces to the 
identity mapping when this deformation parameter is set equal to zero. A sufficient condition for 
the rigidity of an algebra is that its second cohomology group is equal to zero. Therefore, algebras 
that satisfy this condition are usually called absolutely rigid. 

In recent years quite a number of papers have been written on the topic of deformations of 
nilpotent subalgebras of graded infinite-dimensional Lie algebras (see, e.g., Refs. 2-6). These 
works show that the nilpotent subalgebras have several nontrivial deformations that have a fairly 
simple algebraic description. In Refs. 7 and 8 the author shows that the situation is similar in the 
case of graded infinite-dimensional Lie superalgebras. With respect to the corresponding graded 
Lie (super)algebras, one could say there is common consent that these Lie (super)algebras are 
rigid. In this paper we show that the results of the cohomology computations for the positive 
nilpotent part of the Neveu-Schwarz and the Ramond Lie superalgebras presented in Ref. 7, can 
be fruitfully used to prove that these Lie superalgebras are absolutely rigid. In fact, the presented 
method of rigidity proving is another illustration of the usefulness of studying these nilpotent 
subalgebras. 

The Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond superalgebras are usually called super-Virasoro algebras 
since they can be viewed as superanalogs of the Virasoro algebra. As the Virasoro algebra arises 
as the unique (up to equivalence) central extension of the Witt algebra, they are the unique central 
extensions of the simple Lie superalgebras k(l) and e(l), respectively (see, e.g., Ref. 9). Both 
superalgebras appear in mathematical physics (see, e.g., Refs. 10 and 11). For instance, in super
string theory (see, e.g., Ref. 12) the Neveu-Schwarz algebra describes the super-Virasoro algebra 
in the bosonic sector, whereas the Ramond algebra describes the super-Virasoro algebra in the 
fermionic sector. 
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The Neveu-Schwarz algebra can be presented as the Zrgraded vector space with 
{Lp,D}peZ as a basis of the even homogeneous part and {Gq}q+I/2eZ as a basis of the odd 
homogeneous part. Its commutator is defined by 

[Lp ,Gq]= ( tp-q)Gp+q, (I) 

[GP ,Gq]=2Lp+q+ t(p2 - ~) 8p+q,oD, 

and the property that D is a central element. The Ramond algebra has { L P , D} P e z as a basis of the 
even homogeneous part and {Fq}qeZ as a basis of the odd homogeneous part. It is equipped with 
the commutator 

[Lp ,Fq] = ( tp-q)Fp+q, 

[Fp ,F q] =2Lp+q+ tfJ 28p+q,oD• 

where D is defined to be central. 

II. THE RIGIDITY OF k(1) AND NS 

(2) 

The Lie superalgebra k(l) (see Ref. 9) is defined as the Zi-graded vector space C[t,t- 1,8] 
equipped with the commutator 

-( af) ag af ( ag) 111 af ag _ 1 
[f,g]- 2f-8ao ai-at 2g-8ao-(-I) aoarr f,geC[t,t ,8]. (3) 

The parameter t is even and the parameter 8 is odd. The symbol If I denotes the parity of the 
element/ in C[t,t-1,8]. As basis of k(l) we choose {ep}peZ where 

e =tp+I 
2p ' (4) 

Note that the elements in this basis are homogeneous, in particular, the parity of eP equals p 
modulo 2. The unique central extension of k(l), which we denote by NS, is determined by the 
2-cocycle c eZ2(k(l)), defined as 

c(f/\g)=Res -- () - -:;:z-(-1)111 -:;:z -- () _ . { ( af af) a2g a2f ( ag ag)} 
a8 at at at a8 at 

(5) 

In this formula the symbol Res denotes the residue, i.e., Res(h) is the coefficient of the term 8t-1 

in h eC[t,t- 1,B]. The wedge(/\) in formula (5) denotes the Zrgraded antisymmetric tensor prod
uct, so for homogeneous elements f and g in k(l) we have 

Naturally a basis for NS is found by adding the central element y to the given basis of k(l). The 
linear map cp defined by 

(6) 
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iS an isomorphism that explicitly describes the connection between the description of the Neveu
Schwarz algebra given in (1) and the one presented above. Besides the Z2 grading of N S, 

NSo=( EB (e2j))ffi(y), 
jeZ 

NS1= EB (e2j-1). 
jeZ 

which describes NS as a superspace, the element e0 defines an inner grading on k(l) and NS by 
means of its adjoint action. The basis elements are homogeneous with respect to this inner Z 
grading. We denote the eigenspace of ad(e0 ) corresponding to the eigenvalue A by NSC"-l; then we 
have 

NS= E9 NSp ... J. NS<oi=(e0 ,7), NSp .. i=(e..,.) (A E Z\{O}). (7) 
AEZ 

We remark that the inner grading is compatible with the Z2 grading in the sense that a homoge
neous element of degree A has parity A modulo 2. For later use we write out explicitly the 
commutators of the basis elements: 

(8) 
[ e2j- l ,e2k-iJ = e2j+2k-2 + 2k(k- 1) oj+k,l 'Y• 

The commutators in k(l) are the same with the omission of all terms involving the central element 
y. 

Theorem 1: The second cohomology group of k(I) with coefficients in the adjoint represen
tation is equal to zero: 

H2(k(l );k( 1 ))=O. 

Proof· The Z grading of k(l) induces a Z grading on the cochain complex (C"(k(l) ;k(l )),d), 
so we can write 

and similarly for the corresponding cohomology groups. For details on the coboundary operator on 
this cochain complex and the corresponding cohomology groups we simply refer to Refs. 8, 13, 
and 14. Since nonzero cohomology classes can only exist at degree zero (see, e.g., Ref. 8 or 15), 
we know that 

for all degrees A not equal to zero. This observation reduces the work to be done considerably; we 
can confine ourselves to studying homogeneous 2-cocycles of degree zero. 

An arbitrary 2-cocycle of degree zero can be written as 

(9) 

with coefficients aj,k EC satisfying aj,k= - (-1 )jkak,j. A cocycle represents a cohomology class, 
in general; it is, however, not unique since there exist other cohomologically equivalent cocycles. 
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By application of coboundary corrections, we will determine a set of conditions for the coeffi
cients aj ,k such that each cohomology class has a unique representative with coefficients that 
satisfy these specific conditions. 

Lemma 1: An arbitrary cohomology class of H 2(k(l);k(l))0 can be represented by a 
2-cocycle as described by formula (9), with coefficients aj,k satisfying 

Proof' We perform coboundary corrections in several steps. We refer to each step by the 
condition it imposes on the coefficients aj,k. 

Step 1: aj,k=O (j,k EZ>0) 

We define the Lie supersubalgebra of k(l) spanned by the homogeneous elements of positive 
degree and denote it by 

k(I) + = fB k(l )p,). 
A.EZ>o 

In Ref. 7 we proved (by application of the Feigin-Fuchs spectral sequence; for its definition see 
Ref. 16) that H2(k(l)+ ;k(l)+\oJ=O; hence the restriction of c to N(k(l)+) is a coboundary. So 
there exists an element b 1 in C 1(k(l)+ ;k(l)+)(oJ such that d(b 1)(e/\ek)=c(e/\ek) for all 
j ,k E Z>o· We expand b 1 trivially from k(l) + to k(l) by defining b 1 (e j) =O for all j El,.,0 and we 
replace c by c'=c-d(b 1). The 2-cocycle c' has coefficients a},k satisfying a},k = 0 for all 
j, k E Z>o· From here on we will denote c' again by c. 

Step 2: aj,k=O (j,k d.:<o) 
Similar to the previous step, we define 

k(l)_= fB k(l)(A.); 

A.EZ<o 

this is the Lie supersubalgebra of k(l) spanned by the homogeneous elements of negative degree. 
It is isomorphic to k(l)+ by the isomorphism q;: k(I)+-+k(l)_, satisfying 

Hence, H 2(k(l)_ ;k(l)_)coi=O and there exists an element b2 in C 1(k(l);k(l))(Ol such that 
(d(b 2 )-c)(e/\ek)=O, (j,kEZ<0 ), and b2(e)=O, (JEN). In particular, we have 
d(b 2 )( e /\e k) =O for all j ,k E l>o• so d(b 2 ) respects the previous conditions for the coefficients 
aj,k. We adjust c to c-d(b2 ) and obtain aj,k=O for allj,kEl<o· 

Step 3: a 0.1 =O 
We define the element b 3 in C1(k(l);k(l))(oJ by b3(ej)=fij,oe 0 (JEZ). The coboundary 

d(b 3 ) satisfies d(b 3)(e/\ek)=O (jk>O), so it respects the preceding conditions for the coeffi
cients aj,k. Since d(b 3 )(e0/\e 1) =e 1 we can adjust c such that a 0,1 becomes zero. 

Step 4: a_ 1, 1 =O 
Define b4 EC 1(k(1) ;k(l) )(o) by b4 ( e j) = j e j (j EZ>o) and b 4(ej) =O (j EZ,.,0). One easily 

verifies that d(b 4 )(e/\ek)=O for jk~O. hence the coboundary d(b 4 ) respects the preceding 
conditions for a·k· On account of d(b 4 )(e_if\e 1)=e0 it is possible to adjust c such that 

j, 

a_ 11 =O. 0 
'1r is not yet clear that a representative of the form described in the previous lemma is unique. 

We will prove that any 2-cocycle that satisfies these conditions is equal to zero. The cocycle 
condition d( c) =O gives rise to four types of equations for the coefficients aj,k. Since we will need 
them frequently we write down these equations explicitly: d(c)(e 2/\e 2/\e 21 )=0 gives 
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(k- j)a2j+2k,21-(l-j)a2j+21,2k+ (l- k)a21+2k,2j 

-(l+ k- j)a2k,i1+ (j + l-k)a2j,2z-(j + k- l)a2j,2k= O; (10) 

d(c)(e 2i_/\e2k/\e 21 )=0 gives 

(k-2j + 1)a2j+2k-1,21-(l-2j+1)a2j+21-1,2k+2(l- k)a2k+21,2j-1 

-(l + k-2j+ l)a2k,21+ (2/ +2j-k-1)a2j-1,21-(2j+2k- l- l)a2j-1,2k=O; (11) 

d(c)(e2i_ 1/\e2k_ 1/\e21)=0 gives 

a2j+2k-2,21-(l-2j+ l)a2j+21-1,2k-1-(l-2k+1 )a2H21-1,2j-l 

-a2k-1,21-a2j-1,21-2(j+k-l-l)a2j-1,2k-1 =O; 

and d(c)(e2j_ 1/\e 2k-l/\e 21 _ 1)=0 gives 

a2j+2k-2,21-1 + a2j+21-2,2k-l + a1k+21-2.2j-1-(k+ l-2j)a2k-1,21-1 

-(j + l-2k)a2j-l,21-l - (j + k-2l)a2j-l,2k-I =O. 

(12) 

(13) 

By substituting specific values for j, k, and l in these equations we prove in several steps that 
all coefficients aj,k are equal to zero. Again we refer to each step by the condition it imposes on 
the coefficients. 

Step 1: ao,p=O (p EZ) 
We substitute (j,l)=(k,O) in (12) and find a 4k- 2,0=2a2k-l,O· In particular k=l yields 

a 0,2=0, then by substituting (j,k,l) =(O,Z>o,Z>o) in (10) we find 
(l-k)( a 21 +2k,0- a 21,0 - a 2k,o) =O and a 0,21 = la0,2=0 for all/ EZ>o· A similar proof can be given 
for l eZ<o since putting (j,k,/)=(0,1,0) in (12) yields a_ 1,0=0. 

Step2: a_ 1,p=a1,p=O (pEZ) 
We already have a_ 1,p=O for p::;;;;l; in order to show that a_ 1,p=O for p-;;.2 we take 

(j,k,l)=(O,l,Z>o) and (j,k,l)=(O,Z>o•l) in (12), yielding -(l-l)a_ 1,21 +1-a_1,21 =0 and 
-2(1- k)a-l,2k+ 1 - a_ 1,2- 2(k-2)a_ 1,2k-t =O. The choice l= 1 in the first equation gives 
a_ 1,2=0, and by that the second one yields a_ 1,2k+ 1=(k-2)a_ 1,2k-if(k- l). The choice k=2 
gives a_ 1,5=0 and by induction we find a_ 1,2p+ 1 =0 for p;;.:2. Then again, the first implies 
a_ 1,p =O for all p;;.:4. The last case a_ 1,3=0 follows from substituting (j ,k,l) =(10,0,2) in (13). 
The case a1,p=O for all p eZ can be handled similarly. 

Step 3: a 2,2p= !L2,2p=O (p eZ) 
We consider a2,2P with p EZ<o· Putting (j,k,l)=(l,1,-1) in (12) yields a_2,2=0 and 

(j ,k,l) =(- l,Z<0,l) in (10) gives (k+ 1) a 2k- 2,2-(k+ 2) a 2k,2=0. So by taking k=-2 we obtain 
a 2,_6=0 and inductively a2,4p=O for all p::;;;;-3. The condition a2,_4=0 follows from (j,k,l) 
=(-3,-2,1) in (10). The case a_ 2,2P can be handled similarly. 

Step 4: a4,2p=O (p eZ) 
We only need to consider p<-1. We substitute (j,k,l)=(-l,Z<o•2) in (10) and obtain 

(k+ l)a2k-2,c(k+3)a2k.4=0. The choice k=-3 yields a4,2P=O for p::;;;;-4. By combining 
k=-2 with (j,k,l)=(-3,-2,2) in (10), we obtain a4,_6=a4,_4 =0 and hence a4,2p=O for all pin 
z. 

Step 5: a2n,2p=O (n,p eZ) 
We only need to consider a2n,2p with n eN and p EZ. The cases n =0,1,2 are already evident. 

We proceed by induction, assuming that a2j,2p=O for all j::;;;;n. Substituting (j,k,l) = (p,l,n) in 
(10) gives (n- l)a2n+2,2p=O. 

Step 6: a2,p=O, (p eZ) 
We only need to consider odd p. Put (k,/)=(1,1) in (13), then a2,2j-l =O. 
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Step 7: O:\p =O CJ] eZ) 
We put (j,k)=(2,0) in (12) and (13) and find a 21,3-(l+l)a3,21_ 1=0 and 

a21-2,3-(l + 2)a3,21-1 =O. Setting l=-2 yields by induction a3,p=O for p~-6. The case p =-4 
follows from, e.g., (j,k,1)=(2,-10,-12) in (11) and putting l=-1 and l=-2 in the equations 
above yield a 3,-3=a3,_5=0. By this and previous steps all coefficients a3,p are equal to zero. 

Step 8: an,p=O (n,p e'l) 
We only need to prove this for n eN and p eZ. We use induction on n. The cases n=0,1,2,3 

are evident on account of previous steps. It is completed by the substitutions 

(j,k,l)=(l,p,n) in (11), (1-n)a2n+l,2p=O (n;;o2), 

(j,k,l)=(p+l,l,n) in (12), (1-n)a2n+l,2p+l=O (n;;.2), 

(j,k,l)=(p+ 1,1,n) in (13), a2n,2p+I =O. 

This completes the proof that any 2-cocycle of degree zero is a coboundary. So by the previous 
remarks on the inner grading we have H2(k(l);k(l))=O. 

We will use the same technique to prove that the central extension N S is rigid. 
Theorem 2: The second cohomology group of NS with coefficients in the adjoint represen

tation is equal to zero: 

H 2(NS;NS)=O. 

Proof Due to the inner grading of NS it suffices to prove that H 2(NS;NS) 0=0. An arbitrary 
2-cocycle of degree zero can be written as 

(14) 

where aj,k, f3ko A.j, andµ, are complex numbers satisfying 

Again we use coboundary corrections to choose representatives of a specific form. The notation 
will be similar to the one in Theorem 1. 

Lemma 2: An arbitrary cohomology class of H2(NS;NS) 0 can be represented by a 2-cocycle 
as described by formula (14), with coefficients satisfying 

Proof 
Step 1: a_ 1,1=a0,1=0 aj,k=O (jk>O) . . 
Use the coboundaries d(b 1) (1~1~4), where b1 is the extension of the element b1 given m 

Theorem 1, defined by bi(-y)=O. 
Step 2: A. 1 ==O 
We define b5 in C 1(NS;NS)(o) by b5(y)==e 0 , bs(ej)==O, (jeZ); then d(b5)(y/\e1)=e1 so 

we obtain A. 1 =O. 
Step 3: /31 =O 
We define b6 in C1(NS;NS)(o) by b6( y)=O, b6(e 1)= 81,oy, (l eZ), and we see that 

d(b 6)(e_/\e 1)==-y. By this {31 becomes zero. 
Step 4: {33=0 
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Define b7 in C 1(NS;NS)(o) by bky)=y, b7(e 1)=0, (ZEZ); then d(b 7)(e_/\e3)=-4y; 
hence f3J becomes zero. 

It can easily be verified that all these corrections respect the preceding ones. D 
We will prove that any representative c of this form is equal to zero. For that purpose we write 

out some consequences of the cocycle condition d(c)=O: 

d( c )( yAe2j-1 Ae2k-1) = (A.2j+2k-2 -A.2k-1 - A2j-de2j+2k-2 

+ oj+k,l(µ-A.2j-12j(j-1 )-A.2k- 12k(k-1) )y= 0, (15) 

d( c )( yAe2j- t Ae2k) = (k- 2j + 1 )( A.2j+2k- I - A.2k - A. 2j- l )e2j+2k- I= 0, (16) 

d( c )( yAe2jAe2k) = 2(k- j)(A.2j+2k- A.2j-A.2k)e2j+2k 

+2koj+k.o(2µ-(k 2 - l)(t... 21 +t... 2k))y=O. (17) 

We take (j,k)=(l,O) in (15) and k=O in (16) and obtain µ=A.0=0. By substituting j=l in (15) 
and (16), we find A.k=A.1=0 for all k El. Since the equations (10)-(13) still hold, we conclude that 
a1,k=O for all j and k in Z. Finally, we prove that the coefficients {31 are equal to zero, 

d( c )( e2j- l Ae2k-1Ae2-2j-2k) 

= -{/32-21-2k+(3j+k-2)/32k-1 +(3k+ j-2)/32J-1h=O, (18) 

d( c )( e11Ae2kAe -2J-2k) = 2{ (k- j) f32J+2k - (2j + k) f32k + (2k + j) /32J y= 0. (19) 

We substitute (j,k) =(l, 1) and (j ,k) =(1,2) in (18) and obtain {32= {34 =O. The choice j = 1 in 
(19) yields ,B2k+ 2 = [ (k+ 2)/(k-1) ]/32k (k * 1), and by induction all f32k are equal to zero. Then 
j = k in ( 18) implies /32k- l =O for all k in l and the proof is complete. D 

Ill. THE RIGIDITY OF k+(1) AND R 

The Lie superalgebra k + (1) (see Ref. 9) looks quite similar to k(l ); it consists of the Zrgraded 
vector space C[t,t- 1,e[t] equipped with the commutator of formula (3). We define a basis of 
e(l) by {ep}peZ• where 

e1p=tp+l, e1p-1=8tP{t (pEZ). 

The elements in this basis are homogeneous; the parity of e P is p modulo 2. The Ramond algebra 
is the unique central extension of e (1). It is described by the 2-cocycle of formula (5) and we 
shall denote it by R. Let y denote the central element of R. An isomorphism that relates this 
description with the one presented by formula (2) in the Introduction can be given by 

We will use the inner grading of R corresponding to the special element !e0 . This boils down 
to 

R= E9 Ru,» Ru .. )=<e 21 -i.e2>..) (A.EZ\{O}), R(o)=<e_ 1,eo.r). 
ll.eZ 

The basis elements are homogeneous with respect to this l grading, however, the Z2 grading of R 
is not compatible with this l grading. To be more precise, we have 
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and 

This makes the rigidity proof in this case slightly more technical than the one presented in the 
previous section. For later use we write out the commutators of the basis elements: 

[e2j-1,e2k]=(k-2j)e2j+2k-I • 

[e2j-1,e2k-iJ= e2j+2k+ 2(k2- i) 8j+k,OY, 
(21} 

The commutators in k+(l) are as described above with the omission of all the terms involving the 
central element y. 

Theorem 3: The even part of the second cohomology group of k+(l) with coefficients in the 
adjoint representation is equal to zero: 

Proof" Due to the inner grading of e(l), we only need to prove H 2(e(l);k+(l})(OJ,o=O, i.e. 
we can restrict ourselves to studying even 2-cocycles of degree zero. We will use the same 
technique as described in the two proofs of the previous section, therefore we will confine our
selves to shortly indicating the various steps without discussing them in detail. 

An even 2-cocycle c of degree zero is of the following form: 

c( e2J- I /\e2k-1) = a2j- I,2k-1 e2J+2k • 

. 'k 

(22) 

with a1.keC and a1,k=-(-1)1 ak,J U,keZ). 
Lemma 3: An arbitrary cohomology class of H 2(k+(l);k+(l))(O),o can be represented by a 

2-cocycle as described by formula (22), with coefficients a1,k satisfying 

a-2.- 1=a-2,1=ao,1=0, a1,k=O (j,k>O;j,k<-I). 

Proof" 
Step 1: a1,k=O (j,k>O) 
Define 

k+(l)+= EB e(l)p,J; 
>..eZ>o 

this is the Lie supersubalgebra of k+(l) spanned by the homogeneous elements of positive degree. 
From Ref. 7 we know that H 2(e(l)+ ;e(l)+)(o)=O; hence the restriction of c to /\2(e(l)+) is 
a coboundary. By subtracting d(b 1) from c, where b 1 denotes the trivial expansion of the element 
that yields the coboundary mentioned above, we obtain a 2-cocycle with coefficients aj,k satisfy
ing the described property. 

Step 2: a1,k=O (j ,k<-1) 
Define 
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eo )_ = EB k+o )p..) 
1' eZ<o 

and note that e (l) _ is isomorphic to k + (1) + by the isomorphism <p:e (1 ) + ...... e (1 ) - , given by 

By a similar argument as given in Step 1, we obtain aj,k=O for j,k<-1. 
Step 3: a0,1 =0 
Use d(b2) with b2(e)= oj,oeo u El); then d(b2)(eo/\e1)=2e1. 
Step4: a_2 _1=0 
Use d(b 3) ~ith b 3(ej) = 8j+ 1,0e_ 1 U El); then d(b3)(e_2/\e_ 1) = e -3· 
Step 5: a_2 1 =O 
Define b4 °by b4(e 2)=je21 ,b4(e 2j-I)=je21 _ 1 UEZ,;;,0), and b 4(ej)=O UEZ>0); then 

d(b 4 )(e _2/\e 1) = -3e_ 1. 

One can easily verify that each coboundary respects the conditions that have been imposed on 
the coefficients aj,k in preceding steps. D 

By similar inductive arguments, as demonstrated in the preceding theorems, one can prove 
that any 2-cocycle of the form described in the lemma is equal to zero. By that the proof is 
complete. D 

Theorem 4: The even part of the second cohomology group of R with coefficients in the 
adjoint representation is equal to zero: 

Proof' Due to the inner grading of R, it is sufficient to prove that H 2(R;R)(o),o=O. An arbitrary 
even 2-cocycle of degree zero can be written as 

(23) 

where aJ,k ,f3k ,f..J, andµ are complex numbers such that 

a1,k=-(-l)jkak,j (j,kEZ), f3- 2k=-{32k, (32k-i=f3- 2k-l (kEZ). 

Lemma 4: An arbitrary cohomology class of H 2(R;R)(o),o can be represented by a 2-cocycle as 
described by formula (23), with coefficients aj,k satisfying 

a-2,-1 = ll:'-2,1= ao,1 =O, aj,k=O (j,k>O;j,k< -1 ), 

and coefficients f3k and f..j that satisfy 

Proof' It is evident that the restrictions from Step 1-5 from Theorem 3 can also be obtained for 
aJ,k in this case. Furthermore, we perform the following steps. 

Step 1: /32 =O 
Use d(b 1) with b 1(e)=81,oY UEZ), and b 1(y)=O; then d(b 1)(e_ 2/\e 2 )=-4y. 
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Step 2: {31 =O 

Use d(b2) with b2( y)=y and b2(e ·) =O (j eZ); then d(b )(e _ /\e ) =-~"'. 
S 3 ~ Q J 2 3 I 21 tep : 1\2= 

Use d(b3) with b3(y)=e0 and b3(ej)=O (j eZ); then d(b3)(y/\e2)=2e2. D 
We will prove that any 2-cocycle c given by (23), with coefficients satisfying the conditions 

of the preceding lemma, is equal to zero, 

d(c)( y/\e2/\e2k)= 2(k- j)(A.2j+2k-A.2r A.2k)e2j+2k 

+ b'i+k.o2k(2µ-(k 2- l)(A.2i+ A.2k))y=O, (24) 

d(c )( y/\e2j-1/\e2k) = (k-2j)(A.21+2k-1-A.2j-1-A.2k)e2i+2k-1=0, (25) 

d(c)( y/\e2j-1/\e2j-1)= (A.4r2A.2j-1)e4i+ b'j,o(µ,+ L 1) y=O. (26) 

From the substitution (j,k)=(-1,1) in (24), we obtain µ=O. Thenj=O in (26) yields L 1=0. 
From k= 1 in (25) we conclude A.2j- J =A._ 1 =O for allj eZ. Finally, Eq. (25) implies A.2k=O for all 
keZ. 

Since the conditions for the coefficients aj,k from Lemma 4 coincide with the conditions in 
Lemma 3, the proof of the preceding theorem implies that all coefficients aj,k are equal to zero. In 
order to show that /3k equals zero for all k eZ, we write out the following two expressions: 

(27) 

(28) 

We take (j ,k) =(1, 1) in (28) and obtain /34'=0. Then by inductive use of Eq. (27} we conclude that 
fiik=O for all k eZ. Finally,j=l in (28) gives fiik-l =Ofor all k eZ. This completes the proof that 
any even 2-cocycle of degree zero is a coboundary. D 

IV. SOME FINAL REMARKS 

The even parts of the Lie superalgebras NS and R are isomorphic to the Virasoro algebra. 
Therefore one could consider the rigidity proofs of these superalgebras, as extensions of a rigidity 
proof for the Virasoro algebra. In fact, this is how the presented technique has arisen. This 
technique can also be used with respect to W algebras, work on this is in progress. 

In the introductory part of this paper we mentioned the possibility of deforming Lie superal
gebras. A deformation of a Lie superalgebra L is defined by a new commutator on L, which is a 
power series in a formal parameter, with the zeroth-order term equal to the bracket of L. Since the 
parameter involved is usually even, it is only the even part of the cohomology group of L that is 
of interest with respect to the rigidity of L. Nevertheless, one can formally carry out the construc
tion of a deformation of L by using an odd parameter, such deformations are therefore called odd 
deformations. For details on this we refer to Ref. 8. On account of Z homogeneity; the cocycle that 
describes an odd deformation needs to be odd. By consequence, a sufficient condition for the 
rigidity of a Lie superalgebra with respect to these kinds of odd deformations is that the odd 
component of its second cohomology group with coefficients in the adjoint module is equal to 
zero. From Theorems 1 and 2 we learn that k(l) and NS satisfy this condition. We can give proofs 
similar to the ones given in Theorems 3 and 4, to show that H2(e(l);k+(1})1=0 and 
H\R;R) 1 =O. Hence, we can conclude that the Lie superalgebras k(l), e(l), NS, and R are also 
rigid with respect to odd deformations. 
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